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Lecture1 Financial well-being and 
financial planning 
Functional perspective on finance (Merton, 1995) 

 It focuses on the ‘functions’ that the financial system performs 

 The functions of financial system are: 

 Provides a payments system for the exchange of goods and services  

 Provides a mechanism for the pooling of funds to undertake large-scale indivisible 

enterprise  

 Provides a way to transfer economic resources through time and across geographic 

regions 

 Provides a way to manage uncertainty and control risk  

 Provides price information that helps coordinate decentralised decision-making in 

various sectors of the economy  

 Provides a way to deal with asymmetric information and incentive problems when 

one party to a financial transaction has information that the other party does not 

Outcome-oriented perspective 
 It focuses on the financial outcomes (the end result), especially financial well-being 

 Four components of financial well-being: 

 Present Future 

Security Control over day-to-day, 
month-to-month finances 

Capacity to absorb a 
financial shock 

Freedom of choice Financial freedom to make 
choices to enjoy life 

On track to meet financial 
goals 

 

Flow of funds through the financial system 
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Current situation in Australia 
 Financial exclusion in Australia is on the rise: in 2010, 15.6% of the adult population of 

Australia were either fully excluded or severely excluded from financial services 

 Retirement savings of most Australians are not on track towards a comfortable living 

standard in retirement 

 Aging population: more people retiring, less paying taxes---more money goes to pension, 

less contribution of taxes 

 It’s a major cause of the retirement savings gap in Australia 

 In early 1990s, the Australian government introduced compulsory super to increase 

the proportion of retirement income funded by the retireeto deal with emerging 

problems of declining birth rates and an ageing population 

 

Factors influencing financial well-being 
 The person’s behaviour 

 Personality and attitudes: how you think, feel and react 

 Decision context: when do you have to make decisions 

 Knowledge and skills: financial literacy 

 Social and economic environment: both micro and macro 

 Environmental factors such as ageing population, government initiatives, interest 

rates and so on 

 Cyclical nature of the economic environment: boom, contraction, recession, and 

recovery 

 Available opportunities 

 Net worth 

 Income  

 Employment status 

 health 

 

Decision support options 
Since not everyone is financially literate, it’s important to create an environment that guides them 

with decision making and provides them support 

Aspects that shape/support financial decision making: 

 Education 

 Culture 

 Technology: more tools to make financial life easier 

 Choice architecture: structuring financial decisions without being completely outside 

people’s knowledge in such way that makes decision-making easier 

 e.g. default options, designing website interfaces that helps consumers make 

decisions easier 

 Rules & regulation by government 

 Monitoring 
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 Advice 

 A lot of financial advisers not acting in the best interests of their customers, 

scandals in the financial advisory industry 

 Future of Financial Advice (FOFA) is a major government initiative to improve the 

quality of financial system in Australia 

 A key reason that the government should be more supportive of financial planning 

advice: so that self-funded retirees will lower the future level of transfer payments 

through the age pension 

 

Definition of financial planning 
 Financial planning is a holistic process whereby a client’s total position, both financial and 

non-financial, is examined and a set of actions or a plan is put in place which, once 

implemented, will assist in meeting the client’s ultimate goals and objectives 

 

 

Lecture2 Cash Flow and Budgeting 
The financial planning process 
Personal financial planning provides a framework for making financial decisions that are consistent 

with your short-term and long-term goals; sound financial planning involves developing, 

implementing and controlling plans and strategies for putting goals into action 

1. Collect and assess the financial data of the client 

2. Determine the objectives and goals of the client (short, medium, long-term) 

3. Identify any financial problems that may exist: e.g. a massive cash flow, high credit card debt 

(restating the client’s goals and objectives in writing ensures that the adviser has correctly 

determined the client’s needs) 

4. Prepare a written plan that contains alternatives and recommendations 

5. Recommendations and implementation  

6. Review of the plan 

 

Personal financial statements 
Personal financial statements are integral to the financial planning process, which help define 

current financial conditions and enable keeping track of changes in the financial position 

Balance sheet: reports on your financial position at a given point in time; it provides a summary of 

the resources you own (assets), the money you owe (liabilities), and your financial wealth (net 

worth) 

 Asset: resources owned 

 Major categories: liquid assets, investments, real estate/propertyF 

 Liabilities: an individual’s or household’s debts 
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 Major categories: current and long-term liabilities 

 Net worth: amount of actual stake or equity an individual or household has in owned assets 

Cash flow statement: summarises the cash received and the money spent over a given time period, 

prepared on a cash basis and as such reflects your actual cash flow 

 Cash inflows: earnings (e.g. wages, salaries, self-employment), pension or annuity income, 

rent received, Centrelink (youth allowances, child support), etc 

 Household income varies significantly by various geographic characteristics 

 Cash outflows: living expenses, asset purchases, tax payments, debt payments 

 In the 12 months to June 2010, Australian households spent an average of $1236 

each week on goods and services. This is an increase of 38% since the previous 

survey which was conducted in 2003-04 

 The composition of household expenditure differs between equivalised disposable 

household income quintile groups 

 Cash surplus: captures the net result of the period’s financial activities 

 Can be used for savings and investment purposes, to acquire assets or to reduce 

debt 

 Increases the net worth account 

 Problems in Australia regarding cash flows: 

 A large number of Australian households experience financial hardship each year 

 Old age poverty 

 

Monitoring financial progress 
These ratio analysis allows you to interpret your personal financial statements to assess how well 

you are doing relative to past performance 

 

 Current situation in Australia: increasing household credit and debt 
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 Why? Mainly due to mortgage related debt, as housing price increases significantly 

in the recent decade 

 

Setting financial goals and budgeting 
Setting long-term goals 

 typically set first, which should indicate an individual or family’s wants and desires for the 

next 2 to 5 years out to the next 30 or 40 years 

 An important part of goal-setting is to translate a goal into a dollar value 

 Financial goals are typically set in dollar terms and goal dates 

Setting short-term goals 

 Set each year, cover a 12-month period 

 Link to long-term goals 

 Short-term goals should be consistent with established long-term goals 

 The degree of effectiveness of reaching short-term goals significantly affects the 

ability to achieve long-term goals 

 Become the key input for the cash budget 

Budgeting  

 Budget: a cash projection based on forecasted cash flows for a future time period 

 A short-term financial planning report that helps to achieve short-term financial goals 

 Should be prepared on a cash basis 

 3 stages to preparing a budget: 

1. Estimate cash inflows 

2. Estimate cash outflows 

3. Finalising the budget 

 A budget only has value if you use it and keep careful records of actual cash flows 

 Examples of financial goals of different age groups: 

 


